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a b s t r a c t

At their optimum flow, sub-3 �m superficially porous or “shell” particles demonstrate similar efficiency
to sub-2 �m totally porous particles. The performance of 0.21 cm i.d shell columns is however inferior to
those of 0.46 cm i.d., presumably due to packing difficulties. At high flow, shell columns can give flatter
Knox curves due to lower operating pressure (half or less of that of the totally porous particles) producing
less frictional heating, which combined with the increased thermal conductivity of their non-porous core,
gives more efficient heat dissipation. However, the effects of frictional heating for sub-2 �m columns are
considerably exaggerated when using pure ACN as mobile phase, as it has a thermal conductivity 3 times
less than that of pure water, leading to poorer heat dissipation. Overloading is already problematic for
ionised solutes, a group which contains many pharmaceuticals and compounds of clinical relevance, on
conventional columns (5 �m porous particles). However, it becomes a more serious issue for both new
column types, partially as a result of their very high efficiency, which concentrates the sample as a very
narrow band. The sample capacity of one type of shell particle was estimated to be 60% of that of the small

totally porous particles, in line with the fraction of the particle volume that is porous. Due to overloading,
it is barely possible to achieve perfect peak symmetry for ionised acids or bases with either of these
new column types, even by injecting the lowest amounts of sample detectable by UV. While ammonium
formate and potassium phosphate buffers gave similar results in overloading studies, use of formic acid as
sole mobile phase additive is not recommended for these solutes, as its ionic strength is too low, leading
to a catastrophic deterioration in efficiency when sample concentrations of even a few mg/L are injected.
. Introduction

Particles that have an impervious core surrounded by a porous
hell have been used since the early days of HPLC, with the first
onsisting of a solid glass beads of 50 �m diameter coated with a
hin layer of an ion-exchange resin [1,2]. The good performance
btained was attributed to rapid mass transfer of solutes in and
ut of the thin porous layer. Commercial versions of such particles
or liquid–solid chromatography gave high column efficiencies, but
ow sample capacities as only a small fraction of the particle vol-
me was porous. Later versions were developed with a thin shell

0.25 �m) but with much smaller particle diameters (5 �m) specif-
cally for the separation of large molecules. Such molecules have
nly small diffusion coefficients, and thus the structure of such
articles supposedly facilitated diffusion in and out of the porous
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021-9673/$ – see front matter © 2011 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
oi:10.1016/j.chroma.2011.02.068
© 2011 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

layer [3]. A considerable advance occurred with preparation of C18
particles of overall diameter 2.7 �m with a 0.5 �m porous shell
(Halo, Advanced Materials Technology), which showed minimum
reduced plate heights (h) of 1.5 [4]. Similarly high efficiencies were
reported with a bare silica version of the same material, in the
hydrophilic interaction (HILIC) mode [5]. The backpressures gen-
erated by these new shell particles were only a little higher than
those of 3 �m particles, but yielded efficiencies similar to those of
sub-2 �m particles. Indeed, in the HILIC mode, which has the addi-
tional benefit of low viscosity, organic-rich mobile phases, shell
particle columns of sufficient length could be used to generate over
100,000 plates in reasonable analysis times, with back pressures at
the optimum flow velocity that were well within the capacity of
conventional HPLC systems («400 bar). There is thus considerable

interest in the comparison of the performance of shell and sub-
2 �m particles, the latter requiring specialised instruments capable
of higher pressures [2,6–9]. Since the commercial development
of Halo, alternative shell materials have become available from
at least three further manufacturers e.g. Kinetex (Phenomenex),

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.chroma.2011.02.068
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/00219673
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scentis Express (Supelco) and Poroshell (Agilent). Their excellent
erformance has been attributed to reduced longitudinal diffusion

n the smaller porous volume, and reduced eddy diffusion [2]. A
trong relationship has been demonstrated between the particle
ize distribution (which is narrow for shell particles) and the pack-
ng quality [10].

Recent research has reported both advantages and disadvan-
ages of shell and sub-2 �m columns. An unusually high plate
eight was reported at high flow and elevated temperatures for
alo C18 particles [11], although other work did not confirm these
ndings either for the C18 or the bare silica version of the same
aterial [5,12]. Another factor is frictional heating, a considerable

roblem in very small particle columns as the power generated
s given by the product of pressure and flow rate [13–17]. Heat-
ng effects compromise column efficiency, as the mobile phase will
ravel faster in the central hotter core of the column than at the
alls. These effects can be reduced by using a still air heater that

pproximates to adiabatic conditions, where little heat transfer
ccurs between the column and its surroundings. In contrast, very
oor results are obtained with the column immersed in a water
ath, as the column wall is efficiently cooled to the bath tempera-
ure due to the higher thermal conductivity of water compared with
ir. Frictional heating increases with increasing column length and
ith decreasing particle size, as both increase the back pressure.
etailed mathematical models have been proposed to estimate the

emperature profile in the column [18], but it is still difficult to pre-
ict the exact effects of this profile on column efficiency. Recent
esults indicate that frictional heating effects are of less signifi-
ance for shell particles, because the thermal conductivity of these
articles is greater than for totally porous particles [19]. However,
he influence of different column dimensions, and different sta-
ionary/mobile phases on this effect have not been investigated in
etail.

Overload of the stationary phase is an important consideration
or ionised compounds in RP separations [20]. With the widespread
se of so-called Type B columns made with pure silica, overloading

s likely to be the major cause of poor peak shape for acids and bases,
s interactions with ionised silanol groups are minimised on these
ow acidity packings by using low pH mobile phases that suppress
heir ionisation. The exact mechanism of overload of ionised com-
ounds is still obscure. One view considers that the surface of a Type
RP column consists of a small number of strong sites (e.g. undis-

ociated silanols) that are easily overloaded, together with a much
arger number of weak sites that exist at the interface of the bonded
ayer and the bulk mobile phase [21]. Alternatively, the easy over-
oad of ionised compounds could be due to repulsion of solute ions
f the same charge on the surface, giving rise to exclusion effects
rom the column pores [22,23]. No studies have been published on
he overloading of either sub-2 �m or shell particles with ionised
olutes. While the porous volume of Halo particles represents 75%
f the total volume of the particle, the newer Kinetex particles have
0.35 �m shell with a 1.9 �m solid core, giving a smaller fraction of
orous material in the particle (61%). Clearly, the reduction in the
orous volume should reduce the sample capacity of shell parti-
les. Studies have shown that the resolution given by shell particles
hould increase as the thickness of the porous layer is decreased, as
ong as the mobile phase strength is reduced to maintain the same
[24]; however, loadability would be reduced. Overload problems
re likely to be more severe for both sub-2 �m porous as well as
hell particles, due to the very high efficiencies produced by both
ypes of column. This factor will concentrate the sample in a much

arrower band than is the case for larger particle, lower efficiency
olumns. Overload for ionised compounds is strongly dependent on
he ionic strength of the mobile phase [21,23]. However, no com-
arisons of the effect of common buffers used for HPLC with UV
etection (e.g. phosphate) and volatile buffers suitable for HPLC
1218 (2011) 2887–2897

with MS detection (e.g. ammonium formate) on overloading have
been made.

The aim of the present study was the further practical evaluation
of performance as a function of flow and of sample load on these two
new types of column, to aid the choice of the optimum approach
for a given separation.

2. Experimental

Most experiments were performed on an ultra-high-pressure
liquid chromatograph (UHPLC) from Waters (Milford, MA, USA)
including Empower data handling, binary solvent manager, pho-
todiode array (PDA) ultraviolet (UV) detector (500 nL flow cell),
and sample manager/injector valve using the partially filled loop
method (nominal loop volume 5 �L) with needle overfill. The actual
loop volume measured by the instrument was 6.75 �L. Sample vol-
umes injected never exceeded 75% of the loop capacity in accord
with the recommendations of the manufacturer. The data collec-
tion rate was 80 Hz (fast filter, 0.025 s). Data for the Knox curves
on the 0.46 cm shell columns were obtained on a modified con-
ventional HPLC (Model 1100, Agilent, Waldbronn, Germany) with
Chemstation, UV detector (1 �L flow cell), and Rheodyne 7725
valve (5 �L injections). The fastest data collection rate available on
this instrument (14 Hz, response time < 0.12 s) was invariably used.
Connections were made with minimum lengths of 0.012 cm i.d.
tubing to minimise extra-column band spreading. With large diam-
eter columns (10 × 0.46 cm i.d.), the loss of efficiency for solutes
of appreciable k (k > 2) was of the order of only a few % on the
modified HPLC instrument, necessitating only very small correc-
tions for system band broadening [12]. The column temperature
was maintained at 25 ◦C in both instruments. At least duplicate
sample injections were made. The columns used were Halo C18
(10 × 0.46 cm i.d., 2.7 �m particle size), from AMT (Wilmington,
USA), Kinetex C18 (5 and 10 × 0.46 cm, and 10 × 0.21 cm i.d., 2.6 �m
particle size) from Phenomenex (Torrance, USA), BEH C18 (5 and
10 × 0.21 cm i.d., 1.7 �m particle size) and High Strength Silica C18
(5 × 0.21 cm i.d., 1.8 �m particle size) from Waters (Milford, USA).
Acetonitrile (far UV grade) and THF (HPLC grade) were obtained
from Fisher Scientific (Loughborough, UK). Acenaphthene, caffeine,
naphthalene-2-sulfonic acid, naphtho-[2,3-a]pyrene, phenol and
uracil were obtained from Sigma–Aldrich (Poole, UK). System band-
spreading was measured by replacing the column with a zero dead
volume connector [12]. Diffusion coefficients of the solutes were
estimated from the Wilke–Chang equation. The external porosity
of the columns was measured by determination of the retention
volume of a series of polystyrene standards (Varian/Agilent, Stock-
port, UK) over the MW range (575–2,851,000) using THF as the
mobile phase. Kinetic plots were constructed using an Excel pro-
gram (Kinetic plot analyser) available from the Vrije Universiteit
Brussel [25].

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Knox plots for Kinetex shell particles at different
temperatures

Fig. 1 shows Knox plots for naphthopyrene on the Kinetex
10 × 0.46 cm column at 25 ◦C, 37.5 ◦C and 50 ◦C on the modified
HPLC system with mobile phases 100, 90 and 85% ACN respectively,

◦
together with a plot at 25 C for the same solute using the UHPLC
system. The plots are of the reduced plate height h

h = H

dp
(1)
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ig. 1. Plot of reduced plate height vs. reduced interstitial velocity for naphthopy-
ene on Kinetex C18, 10 × 0.46 cm i.d. Mobile phases as shown. AG = Agilent 1100
HPLC) instrument, AQ = Waters Acquity (UHPLC). Detection: UV at 290 nm, temper-
ture as shown. Data uncorrected for instrumental band broadening.

gainst the reduced interstitial velocity

red,int = Fdp

�r2εextDm
(2)

here F is the volumetric flow rate, dp the particle diameter, r the
olumn radius, εext the external porosity and Dm the diffusion coef-
cient of the solute in the mobile phase. Values for the external
orosity of the phases, determined by inverse size exclusion chro-
atography of polystyrene standards, are shown in Table 1. The

ata in Fig. 1 were not corrected for the instrumental dead volume.
for naphthopyrene was ∼3 in 90 and 85% ACN at the temperatures
hown; previous work indicated that the loss in efficiency caused
y the HPLC instrument should be less than 5% for this column [12].
ith 100% ACN, k for naphthopyrene was ∼1.5. To reduce further

he effects of instrumental volume, injections were made in 85%
CN rather than the mobile phase in this case. The weaker solvent

imits the effects of instrument band broadening on the injection.
e estimated that the instrumental contribution to band broaden-

ng was reduced to ∼5%. The success of this approach was shown by
he almost exact overlay of the curve obtained using the HPLC and
HPLC systems (up to the maximum flow capability of the latter
mL/min and reduced interstitial velocity ∼10). The UHPLC sys-

em used with this 0.46 cm i.d. column is predicted to cause an even
maller loss of efficiency of around 1% [12]. Theory predicts that all
lots should overlay exactly in the absence of unusual effects, as
he reduced velocity takes into account the changes in solute dif-
usion with different temperature and mobile phase viscosity. This

verlay is indeed demonstrated in Fig. 1. The plots do not show any
nusual upturn in the value of h at high reduced interstitial velocity
or this new type of shell particle, as has been reported for Halo shell
articles [11], and is instead in agreement with our own previous
esults for the Halo particles in the RP or HILIC mode [5,12]. Fig. 1

able 1
xternal porosities of the columns determined by inverse size-exclusion chromatog-
aphy with polystyrenes.

Column and dimensions External porosity

Halo C18 10 × 0.46 cm 0.40
Halo C18 10 × 0.21 cm 0.42
Kinetex C18 10 × 0.46 cm 0.39
Kinetex C18 10 × 0.21 cm 0.40
Acquity BEH C18 10 × 0.21 cm 0.36
Acquity BEH C18 5 × 0.21 cm 0.36
Fig. 2. Plot of reduced plate height vs. reduced interstitial velocity for naphthopy-
rene on sub-2 �m BEH C18 and Kinetex 2.6 �m C18 columns of various dimensions.
Mobile phase 100% ACN, data corrected for instrumental band broadening. Temper-
ature 25 ◦C. UV at 290 nm.

also demonstrates that shell particle columns of 0.46 cm i.d. can be
used very successfully on modified conventional instruments, with
little detrimental effect on their high efficiency, as long as at least
moderate k is used.

3.2. Knox plots for shell and sub-2 �m porous particle columns of
different dimensions and with different mobile phases

Fig. 2 shows reduced plots for naphthopyrene with pure ACN as
the mobile phase at 25 ◦C for 10 cm Kinetex C18 columns of 0.21and
0.46 cm i.d. together with 5 and 10 × 0.21 cm BEH C18 columns. In
Fig. 2, all data were corrected for the instrumental dead volume. The
minimum reduced plate height hmin for the 0.46 cm shell column
was only 1.2, similar to the values found by others, even for “real-
life” compounds such as steroids or peptides [6,24–26]. Around the
optimum velocity, the performance of the larger bore shell column
is clearly better than that for the narrower bore column (hmin = 1.5),
suggesting there are some packing issues with the latter. Similar
results have been reported elsewhere [6]. Inferior performance of
the narrower bore Halo C18 columns has also been noted [12]. At
higher flow velocity however, the curve for the 0.21 cm column
remains extremely flat whereas h for the 0.46 cm i.d. column rises
very slightly, such that the curves intersect at �red,int ∼ 20. These
results suggest that frictional heat dissipation occurs even more
readily from the narrower column, reducing the radial temperature
gradient. In comparison, hmin for both BEH columns was around
1.8. However, the 10 cm BEH column showed a steep rise in h with
increasing flow rate, with the 5 cm column demonstrating a consid-
erable if lesser increase. The contribution of mass transfer to h for
these very small particle columns has been shown, through detailed
practical and theoretical studies of Gritti and Guiochon, to be very
small [2]. It seems very likely that the steep rise in the curve for the
BEH particles is attributable to frictional heating. Taking values for
the thermal conductivities of non-porous silica, liquid octadecane,
and liquid acetonitrile as 1.40, 0.15, and 0.20 W/m/K, respectively,
Gritti and Guiochon estimated the thermal conductivity of BEH-C18
immersed in pure liquid acetonitrile as 0.31 W/m/K, compared with
0.69 W/m/K for the Kinetex columns [19]. Thus, the higher thermal
conductivity of the shell particle provides better dissipation of the

frictional heat generated. Furthermore, more power is generated
at the higher pressure of operation of the sub-2 �m column, by
considering the equation [16]:

Power generated = pressure × flow (3)
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Fig. 4. Plot of plate height vs. reduced interstitial velocity for various solutes with
different % ACN in mobile phase. Column 5 × 0.21 cm BEH C18. Data corrected for
instrumental band broadening. Other conditions as Fig. 2.

Table 2
Power generated in a 5 × 0.21 cm 1.7 �m BEH column in analysis of various solutes at
a reduced interstitial velocity = 20, and thermal conductivities of the mobile phase.

Mobile phase % ACN Power (W) Thermal conductivity (W/m/K)

has a thermal conductivity (0.59 W/m/K) three times greater than
100% ACN (0.19 W/m/K) as used for naphthopyrene. Of course, the
results are influenced also by the differences in power generated
for the different systems. Greater frictional heat is produced by the
higher backpressure required to operate the column with 12.5%
ig. 3. Plot of reduced plate height vs. reduced interstitial velocity for naphthopy-
ene on sub-2 �m BEH C18 and high strength silica C18 columns, 5 × 0.21 cm i.d.
ther conditions as Fig. 2.

For the 10 × 0.21 cm Kinetex column, power generated was
.41 W compared with 1.4 W for the BEH column of the same
imensions at a constant value of �red,int = 20. It has been estimated
hat heat friction begins to affect column efficiency significantly
bove 4 W/m, i.e. above 0.4 W for a 10 cm column [17]. Note the
ower generated at a constant �red,int also depends on differences

n column particle size, and diffusion coefficient of the test solute,
hich contribute to the value of �red,int. The beneficial effects of

ower operating pressure and increased thermal conductivity of the
acking both contribute to the favourable properties shown by the
hell particles at high flow.

As previous experiments noting the effect of frictional heating
ave been carried out on hybrid inorganic/organic polymer sta-
ionary phases (BEH C18) we repeated the same experiment using

high strength silica phase (Fig. 3) to determine if the results
ere instead due to some unusual feature of the hybrid material.
owever, the increase in h at high velocity was even greater for

he pure silica than for the hybrid phase. The power generated at
red,int = 20 was calculated as 0.66 W on the hybrid phase compared
ith 0.60 W for the pure silica phase, the somewhat lower power

or the latter being due to the slightly larger particle size (1.8 �m
ompared with 1.7 �m for the hybrid phase). Clearly the effect is
ot confined to one type of small particle packing.

If column efficiency at high flow is influenced by radial ther-
al gradients, then efficiency will be affected by the mobile phase

omposition, which will influence the power generated (due to
he different backpressure necessary to maintain a given flow)
nd also the mobile phase thermal conductivity and thus heat
issipation from the column. Fig. 4 shows plots of h vs. �red,int
or phenol with 12.5% ACN as mobile phase, acenaphthene with
0 and 85% ACN and naphthopyrene with 100% ACN, using the
cm BEH column. Different solutes were chosen to maintain
igh k so that the correction applied to the column efficiency

or the instrument dead volume remained small. The molecu-
ar volume of naphthopyrene (MW = 302) is about twice that of
cenaphthene (MW = 154) according to calculations based on the
roup contribution approach [27] but the solute is small com-
ared with the pore size of the packings used (pore size of
inetex 100 Å, BEH silica 130 Å). Using equation 3, the power

enerated at �red,int = 20 for these solutes and mobile phases was
stimated and the results are shown in Table 2. The thermal
onductivities of pure water and pure acetonitrile at 25 ◦C are
bout 0.61 and 0.19 W/m/K [28,29]. The thermal conductivity
100 0.66 0.19
85 0.88 0.31
60 0.62 0.44
12.5 0.86 0.59

of a liquid mixture can be estimated from the equation:

� = �1y1 + �2y2 − (�1 − �2) (1 − √
y1) y1 for �1 > �2 (4)

where �1 and �2 are the thermal conductivities of the individual
solvents and y1 and y2 are their mass fractions in the mixture
[30,31]. A plot of thermal conductivity for different ACN–water
mixtures is shown in Fig. 5 and Table 2 gives the values for the
different mobile phases used. It appears that the steepness of the
upturn in the plots at high flow velocity is broadly in line with
the decrease in the thermal conductivity of the mobile phase. The
flattest Knox curve was obtained for phenol in 12.5% ACN which
Fig. 5. Thermal conductivities of ACN–water mixtures according to the equation of
Jamieson and Irvine [29].
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Fig. 7. Kinetic plots of t0 vs. N for naphthopyrene on 10 × 0.21 cm BEH C18 (trian-
gles), 10 × 0.46 cm Kinetex C18 (circles) and Halo C18 columns (squares) using (a)
maximum operating pressures for the shell columns of 400 bar (pressure limit of
ig. 6. Plot of plate height vs. linear velocity. Data as for Fig. 2 but uncorrected for
nstrumental band broadening.

CN with phenol to give the same reduced interstitial velocity as
or naphthopyrene with 100% ACN. The greater power generated for
cenaphthene in 85% ACN compared with naphthopyrene in 100%
CN somewhat lessens the effect of the greater thermal conductiv-

ty of the former solvent. While caution is necessary in comparison
f results for different solutes (different diffusion/different mobile
hases), it does appear that the detrimental effects of frictional
eating, which are very prominent in 100% ACN, are less important

n mobile phases more typically used in RPLC.
Fig. 6 shows the data of Fig. 2 plotted as simple plate height

ncorrected for instrument bandspreading against linear velocity.
hile the trends shown are the same as using the corrected data

nd reduced parameters, the plots give some idea of the perfor-
ance that can be achieved in practice on typical HPLC systems.

hus, at the optimum flow velocity the 10 × 0.21 cm sub-2 �m BEH
olumn (operated on the UHPLC instrument) and the 10 × 0.46 cm
hell column (operated on the HPLC instrument) gave almost iden-
ical efficiencies, albeit at much higher pressure on the former
olumn. At a linear velocity of 0.5 cm/s, the pressure on the BEH
olumn was 446 bar using 100% ACN compared with 194 bar for
he Kinetex column. These pressures were corrected for the sys-
em pressure by subtracting the pressure generated for the entire
ystem (injector, connecting tubing and detector) with a zero dead
olume connector replacing the column. The 10 × 0.21 cm Kinetex
hell column (operated on the UHPLC) gave considerably inferior
erformance to a column containing the same particles but of
imensions 10 × 0.46 cm operated on the modified HPLC system
see Fig. 6), due to a combination of the poorer inherent efficiency
f the narrow diameter column (as demonstrated by the data cor-
ected for the instrument dead volume shown in Fig. 2) and the
reater effects of instrumental dead volume on chromatographic
eaks of lower volume eluted from the narrower bore column. The
ffects of instrumental dead volume diminish as k increases [12],
ut the moderate retention of naphthopyrene on the Kinetex col-
mn (k ∼ 1.5) gives rise to a considerable detrimental influence. It

s initially surprising that a narrow bore column operated with a
tate of the art instrument UHPLC instrument shows more detri-
ental effect of instrumental dead volume than a standard bore

0.46 cm) column operated on a (albeit optimised) conventional

PLC instrument. Finally, while showing smaller frictional heating
ffects at high mobile phase velocity, the shorter 5 cm sub-2 �m
olumn shows larger plate height at the optimum velocity due to
he greater effects of instrument dead volume when considering
he moderate k of the solute (k = 1.9) [12].
a conventional HPLC), (b) 600 bar (present upper pressure limit for shell columns)
and (c) 1000 bar for all columns. Maximum operating pressure = 1000 bar for BEH in
each case.

3.3. Kinetic plots at different pressures

Kinetic plots provide a useful way of comparing the performance
of columns that differ in properties such as different particle size
and backpressure. In this method, plate height data obtained on a
single column are extrapolated to estimate the column efficiency
obtainable on a column of length sufficient to generate the maxi-
mum operating pressure of the system at a given analysis time, at
which point the performance of the column is optimal [32,33]. Sim-
ple kinetic plots of the column dead time t0 vs. the column efficiency
N for naphthopyrene (corrected for the instrumental contribution)
using pure ACN as the mobile phase at column pressures for the
shell particle columns of 400 bar are shown in Fig. 7a, at 600 bar in
Fig. 7b and at 1000 bar in Fig. 7c. Calculations were made invariably
at 1000 bar for the BEH column. Calculations were based on effi-
ciencies obtained on the wider bore 10 × 0.46 cm Kinetex column
(as this gave better performance – see above) and a 10 × 0.21 cm
BEH column (note frictional heat dissipation would be much more
problematic on a larger diameter column of this type). 400 bar is
the maximum pressure available from conventional HPLC systems,
600 bar the manufacturers’ current recommended upper pressure

limit for the 0.46 cm shell columns (and the maximum pressure for
some modern HPLC systems), and 1000 bar the maximum oper-
ating pressure of the UHPLC system used, which is also around
the mid-range value for these new very high pressure systems. At
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0 mM AF buffer in 35% ACN, 1.0 mL/min. Data obtained on UHPLC instrument.

00 bar, the shell columns show very similar performance to the
orous column at 1000 bar for t0 times of 50–1000 s (Fig. 7a). Note
hat t0 times can be simply converted to analysis time using the
elationship:

R = t0(1 + k) (5)

At t0 = 500 s, the maximum plate number of the BEH, Kine-
ex and Halo columns was 237,000, 214,000 and 219,000 plates
espectively At t0 < 100 s, the porous column showed a smaller plate
umber than the shell particle columns, attributable to the upturn

n the Knox curves at high mobile phase velocity caused by fric-
ional heating. The Kinetex column gave more plates at small t0
imes than the Halo column, whereas at t0 > 1000 s the Halo col-
mn generated the most plates. These results for the shell particles

orrespond with the smaller particle size of the Kinetex phase but
he higher back pressure that it generates compared with the Halo
olumn, allowing longer columns of the latter phase to be used at
he maximum designated operating pressure [34]. For naphthopy-
ene, it is clear again that the use of shell particles on conventional

able 3
H, ionic strength and buffer capacity for buffers used.

Concentration (mM) pH

Ammonium formate 20 3.00
Potassium phosphate 20 3.00
Formic acid 0.1% (v/v) 26.5 2.68
1218 (2011) 2887–2897

instruments will give roughly the same performance as sub-2 �m
porous particles on ultra-high pressure instruments for commonly
used analysis times.

Fig. 7b shows the advantages of operating the shell columns
at their maximum pressure (600 bar). At t0 = 500 s, the maximum
plate number of the BEH, Kinetex and Halo columns is 237,000,
278,000 and 275,000 plates respectively At t0 > 500 s, the perfor-
mance of the shell particles is further improved. The plots indicate
the possibility of using much longer columns than is possible
with the small particle porous column, within the pressure limi-
tation of the calculation. The use of UHPLC instruments with shell
columns is advantageous not only to allow the operation of longer
columns, but also because such instruments reduce still further
the effects of the instrument on the efficiency of the (0.46 cm i.d.)
column.

While the maximum operating pressure recommended by the
manufacturers for both types of shell particle columns is 600 bar,
Fig. 7c also shows the potential benefits of using such columns at
1000 bar. At the time of writing, we are not certain as to the rea-
sons for this lower maximum operating pressure whether these
are hardware considerations or considerations of packing stability
at very high pressures. It should be stressed that these results are
hypothetical, as these columns are not designed for use at 1000 bar,
and there may be safety implications of such misuse. For t0 = 500 s,
the maximum plate number of the BEH, Kinetex and Halo columns
at 1000 bar is 237,000, 371,000 and 353,000 plates respectively.
As expected, there would be further advantages in the operation
of the shell particles above their present maximum pressure limit
on instruments capable of higher operating pressures. Note in the
kinetic plots for the shell particles that increasing pressure bene-
fits analyses where larger numbers of plates are desired, moving
the curves further to the right in the plot. In this region, long
columns are used at the maximum operating pressure; an increase
in allowed pressure allows the use of velocities closer to the opti-
mum velocity, where the detrimental effect of axial diffusion (van
Deemter B term) is lessened. In contrast, an increase in pressure
has very little effect on the lower left hand region of the kinetic
plot. Here, the optimum column length is short enough to allow
use of a velocity that is already situated in the C term dominated
region of the curve, where the available pressure is already more
than enough for operation at its kinetically optimum conditions (in
a column that is exactly long enough to yield the optimum veloc-
ity at the maximum pressure). Thus, there is very little effect of
increasing the pressure from 400 to 1000 bar on the performance
of any of the columns for fast analysis (the lower left hand regions
of Fig. 7a–c are very similar). The interpretation of kinetic plots is
explained in more detail by the originators of this methodology
elsewhere [34].

3.4. Overload effects

For the study of overload, the strong base nortriptyline (nor-
trip, pKa = 10.3) and the strong acid naphthalene-2-sulfonic acid

(2-NSA, pKa 0.61) were chosen, as they should remain completely
ionised under the conditions of the experiment. The Kinetex C18
shell column was selected for the study as this has a smaller volume
fraction of porous material than Halo C18. A previous study showed
good loadability of ionised bases on the Halo unbonded silica col-

Ionic strength Buffer capacity (mM/L. pH)

21.2 45.5
21.2 7.6

2.2 9.7
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Table 4
N0 (limiting column efficiency for small sample mass) and C0.5 (solute concentration
giving half limiting column efficiency) for different columns, solutes and buffers.

Column % ACN Solute Buffer N0 C0.5 (mg/L)

Kinetex C18 35.0 Nortriptyline Amm. Formate 24,200 48
34.0 K phosphate 24,900 48
32.0 Formic acid 18,700 5

BEH C18 36.8 Nortriptyline Amm. Formate 25,600 85
36.0 K phosphate 25,100 74
35.4 Formic acid 27,200 7

Kinetex C18 15.5 2-NSA Amm. Formate 27,100 88
16.0 K phosphate 24,900 78
16.7 Formic acid 21,800 11

F
0
i
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mn in the HILIC mode [5]. However, HILIC silica columns show
uch less deterioration in efficiency as sample load is increased for

hese solutes compared with RP columns of the same dimensions
35]. It may be that the strong contribution of ionic interactions
n HILIC causes this effect by providing additional sites to accom-

odate solute ions. The 10 × 0.46 cm Kinetex column was selected
or the study (as it provided higher efficiency than the narrower
ore column) and compared with the 10 × 0.21 cm BEH column.
ll overloading experiments were performed on the same instru-
ent (UHPLC). A 4.8 �L injection was made for the Kinetex column

ompared with a 1 �L injection for the BEH phase, these volumes
orresponding to the ratio of the volume of packing material in each
olumn. The injector was carefully calibrated with the same col-
mn in place to determine the correct nominal volumes to inject
o achieve an exact 4.8:1 ratio. This same factor also affects UV
etection proportionally, and the same peak area is expected from
he narrow bore column by injecting a volume 4.8 times less than
or the 0.46 cm column. The % ACN was adjusted to establish the
ame k (3.75) for each solute with each column and mobile phase.
se of constant k facilitates comparison of results, as the fraction
f the injected sample that is associated with the stationary phase

t a given instant is given by k/(1 + k). A relatively large value of
was chosen as small variations in k should have little impact on
verload. Furthermore, only small corrections (<10%) for the instru-
ental bandspreading contribution caused for the 10 × 0.21 cm

olumn were necessary. As all overload experiments were

ig. 9. Plots of efficiency vs. solute concentration for nortrip and 2-NSA on 10 × 0.46 cm
.1% (v/v) FA in admixture with ACN. ACN concentration was adjusted to maintain k at 3.75

.d. and 0.25 mL/min for 0.21 cm i.d. columns.
BEH C18 16.0 2-NSA Amm. Formate 26,500 141
16.5 K phosphate 21,400 126
16.0 Formic acid 21,300 17

performed on the UHPLC system, no corrections were necessary
for the 10 × 0.46 cm i.d. Kinetex column.

The change in column efficiency with sample load can be char-
acterised by two parameters: the limiting plate count N0 and the
sample loading capacity ω0.5 [36]. The limiting plate count is the

plate count that should be observed when the amount of sample
injected is so small that a linear isotherm pertains. The sample load-
ing capacity is the sample load that leads to a plate count half the
value of N0. It can also be expressed as a concentration C0.5 in mg/L
that gives rise to a loss of half of the efficiency. As the injection vol-

Kinetex C18 and 10 × 0.21 cm BEH C18 using 20 mM AF, pH 3, 20 mM PP, pH 3 and
with constant buffer concentration (see Table 4). Flow rate 1.0 mL/min for 0.46 cm
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ig. 10. (a) Plots of efficiency vs. solute concentration as for Fig. 9 but comparing colu
or caffeine on BEH C18 column (9.2% ACN) and Kinetex column (10% ACN) in 0.1%

mes were scaled, C0.5 values for columns of different i.d. can be
ompared directly.

Fig. 8 shows the variation in column efficiency with sample mass
f nortrip using 5 or 10 cm Kinetex C18 columns in conjunction

ith ACN–ammonium formate buffer pH 3. The variation of the
ormalised column efficiency N/N0 is seen to be largely indepen-
ent of column length (Fig. 8). Obviously, batch-to-batch variations

n the packing, and differences in the packing density of columns
ould explain the differences shown. Fig. 8 also shows the variation
rformance for same solute and buffer. (b) Plots of efficiency vs. solute concentration
us FA.

of the absolute efficiency with sample mass for the two columns.
While the longer column gives rise to peaks of larger volume at
the column exit which reduces overloading, the higher efficiency
of this column increases the influence of overloading. These effects

cancel out. This result is also predicted by the equation [37]:

W2
base = 16t2

0(1 + k0)2

N0
+ 6t2

0k2
0wx

ws
(6)
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Fig. 11. Asymmetry factors for nortrip in AF and FA buffers as a fu

here Wbase is the peak width at base, wx is the sample mass,
0 is the column dead time, k0 and N0 is the retention factor and
olumn efficiency of a very small sample mass (non-overloaded
eak), and ws the column saturation capacity. Note that the sat-
ration capacity calculated in this way may correspond to the
aturation capacity of an important population of scarce strong
ites, which dominate the performance of the column, but ignore
he loading of the plentiful weak sites, which are only filled
fterwards.

Overloading was compared for both nortrip and 2-NSA on the
EH and Kinetex phases in 3 different buffers. Ammonium formate
AF, 20 mM concentration) is a volatile buffer commonly used in
C–MS; potassium phosphate (PP, 20 mM) is commonly used with
V detection; formic acid (FA, 0.1% v/v, ∼20 mM), is also very com-
only used for MS detection. Table 3 indicates the properties of

hese buffers. Fig. 9 shows the effect of the nature of buffer on the
olumn efficiency for each solute on the totally porous and shell
article columns. Table 4 shows values of N0 and w0.5 for each col-
mn, solute and mobile phase and obtained by fitting a sigmoidal
urve to the results. Using the AF or PP buffers, both columns show
igh values of N0, typically around 25,000 plates for the basic and
cidic solutes. With these buffers, N0 could be achieved experi-
entally with the injection of the smallest sample concentration

nvestigated (∼2 mg/L), which gave adequate S/N for measurement

f the plate count. There was only a small difference in C0.5 for these
wo buffers using either the acidic or basic solute, with AF gener-
lly giving slightly better results than PP. For example, for nortrip
0.5 was 85 and 74 mg/L respectively for formate and phosphate
sing BEH C18; for 2-NSA C0.5 was 88 and 78 mg/L respectively
n of sample concentration. Other conditions as Fig. 9 and Table 4.

using Kinetex C18. The volatile buffer is thus an excellent sub-
stitute for involatile phosphate for use in LC–MS. Overloading is
related to the ionic strength of the buffer [20,21,23]. If overloading
is caused by repulsion of ions of the same charge on the phase sur-
face, then increased buffer concentration should assist in screening
solute ions from one another. In contrast, the dual site model pro-
poses that increased ionic strength causes increased salting out of
sample ions on the weak sites [21]. Whatever the cause of overload-
ing, the similar ionic strength of the formate and phosphate buffers
explains the similar results. The most striking feature of Table 4
however, is the extremely low values of C0.5 for both columns with
these charged solutes, even using the most favourable buffers. For
example, injection of a solution of concentration only 85 mg/L for
nortrip and 141 mg/L for 2-NSA gives rise to serious degradation in
the performance of the BEH C18 (loss of half the efficiency) using
formate buffer. In the same buffer, C0.5 for Kinetex C18 is 48 and
88 mg/L for nortrip and 2-NSA respectively, these being around 60%
of the values for the totally porous column. This result seems rea-
sonable as the surface area of the BEH C18 and the porous part of the
Kinetex C18 columns are rather similar at 181 [38] and 211 m2/g
[39] respectively. In this case, it is reasonable to expect the loading
capacity to be in line with the fraction of the column volume which
is porous. For FA, the results were considerably worse. Values of N0
in Table 4 were derived from extrapolation of the sigmoidal curve,

as the limiting plate count could not even be achieved with injec-
tion of the smallest solution concentrations used experimentally
(∼2 mg/L, see Fig. 9). The ionic strength of FA (Table 3) is about an
order of magnitude lower than that of the other buffers, and thus
results in much lower C0.5 values. Clearly the buffer capacity of FA
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nd phosphate is not an issue with these experiments, as that of FA
s slightly greater than pH 3.0 phosphate buffer, while still giving
onsiderably inferior loading properties. Comparison of the perfor-
ance of the two columns in the same mobile phase for the same

olute is facilitated for the most and least favourable mobile phases
AF and FA respectively) in Fig. 10a. Fig. 10b shows also a plot of
fficiency vs. sample concentration for caffeine (pKa 0.5) in the FA
obile phase, where it is essentially uncharged. Only a minor loss

n efficiency is indicated for either column even with injection of
1000 mg/L solution. Fig. 11 shows the increase in the asymmetry

actor (As) with solute concentration for AF and FA buffers. Even
ith AF, perfect peak symmetry (As ∼ 1) was barely achieved for

ither ionised solute on either column using the smallest injected
oncentration (2 mg/L). For each column and solute, peak asymme-
ry increased more rapidly for the Kinetex than the BEH column, in
arallel with results for column efficiency. Very large values for As

ere obtained using FA as mobile phase. The apparent stabilisation
f As at around 7 with nortrip as solute with Kinetex and FA was
ue to peak distortion. In comparison, the asymmetry of caffeine
eaks hardly changed from the optimum value (As ∼ 1.0) until very
igh concentrations of solute were injected (results not shown).

The poor loading capacity of both sub-2 �m porous and partic-
larly of shell particles is a serious limitation in their application
o the separation of ionised compounds. While ionised compounds
verload readily even on 5 �m particle size columns, their lower
fficiency is advantageous for loading. For example, for nortrip
sing a 0.46 i.d. XTerra RP 18 column with a similar AF buffer, a
alue of C0.5 of 315 mg/L can be estimated from previous data [35],
early 7 times larger than that for the high efficiency shell parti-
les and nearly 4 times greater than that for the sub-2 �m porous
articles. This 5 �m column had an efficiency of ∼7000 plates in
10 cm length for nortrip compared with ∼25,000 plates for the

0 cm columns of the present study. As peak width is inversely pro-
ortional to the square root of the efficiency, the predicted effect
ould be to lower the sample capacity for the shell and sub-2 �m

nd the shell particle columns by a factor of about 4 and 2 times
espectively, somewhat less than the experimental results. How-
ver, the 5 �m column was a different material and other factors
ther than the efficiency (including differences in surface area) will
e involved.

A large number of applications use low pH and will suffer from
his limitation. It may be alleviated somewhat by the use of buffers
f higher ionic strength than used in this work [23], although solu-
ility issues may then become problematic, and mass spectrometer
ensitivity is reduced. Alternatively, use of hybrid particles at high
H for analysis of bases should be considered seriously, as overload-

ng is greatly reduced when the solute is not ionised [40–42]. The
anufacturer claims the BEH phase is stable up to pH 12, whereas

he Kinetex phase is recommended for use only up to pH 8 in mobile
hases with high aqueous content [38,43]. The loading capacity
ith FA may also be improved by the use of charge stabilised hybrid

olumns that have recently been developed [44].

. Conclusions

Shell particles give excellent efficiency that is maintained even
t high flow velocity. No evidence was found for an unusual upturn
n the value of h at high values of flow velocity at elevated tempera-
ure (up to 50 ◦C) either for the new type of shell particle studied in
he present work (Kinetex), or the original (Halo) particles studied

reviously [12]. Using data corrected for instrument bandspread-

ng, smaller values of hmin were found for 0.46 cm compared with
.21 cm i.d. shell columns, which can be attributed to packing dif-
culties with the narrow bore columns. However, 0.21 cm shell
olumns give even flatter Knox plots, due to more efficient heat
1218 (2011) 2887–2897

dissipation. In comparison, sub-2 �m porous particles showed a
rapid increase in h as flow is increased above the optimum due to
frictional heating of the packing in some mobile phases. Clearly,
part of this effect is due to the higher operating pressures of these
small particles. However, an important contribution is the reduced
thermal conductivity of this material compared with the shell par-
ticles, as has been proposed by Gritti and Guiochon [19]. The effect
was demonstrated in the present work for both hybrid silica and
pure silica phases. However, the effect was considerably moder-
ated with mobile phases of higher aqueous content and therefore
increased thermal conductivity compared with pure ACN. When
considering data uncorrected for instrumental band broadening,
the practically attainable efficiencies for narrower bore columns of
both types (shell and totally porous) are further reduced, due to the
effects of the dead volume of even the most modern commercial
instruments.

Under the constraints of a conventional system (Pmax = 400 bar)
the performance of shell particles is roughly equivalent to that
of sub-2 �m particles on a typical UHPLC (Pmax = 1000 bar). Con-
ventional instruments modified to reduce their instrumental dead
volume (e.g. Agilent 1100) perform well with 0.46 cm i.d. shell
columns, as long as at least moderate k is used. Kinetic plots showed
that use of shell particles at 600 bar (their present maximum rec-
ommended operating pressure) has considerable benefits, as longer
columns could be used at this maximum pressure. These benefits
increase further if the pressure limitation could be increased to
1000 bar. Thus the operation of shell columns on UHPLC instru-
ments may be preferred, and the minimised instrumental volume
typical of such instruments is a further advantage. Nevertheless,
high efficiency 0.21 cm i.d. columns operated on a typical UHPLC
instrument can show more detrimental effect of instrumental dead
volume than 0.46 cm columns operated on a simply modified con-
ventional HPLC.

Overload is a serious problem when analysing ionised acids and
bases with both types of column. Using volatile 20 mM ammonium
formate buffers, column efficiency was halved by the injection
of sample concentrations only 85 mg/L for an ionised base and
141 mg/L for an ionised acid with the sub-2 �m column, even when
using small sample volumes (1 �L for a 0.21 mm i.d. column). For
the shell phase, the values were even lower-at 48 and 88 mg/L
respectively when using a scaled sample volume of ∼5 �L for a
0.46 mm i.d. column. The limited sample capacity is attributable
in part to the very high efficiency of these columns and consequent
concentration of the sample as a narrow band. The lower capac-
ity of shell particles was found to be in line with the proportion
of the particle that was porous (∼60%). Use of a volatile ammo-
nium formate buffer gave comparable results with a conventional
potassium phosphate buffer. Formic acid buffers, however, are not
at all recommended as solutions of concentration of only a few
mg/L reduce the column efficiency of ionised solutes by half. The
analysis of neutral compounds on these columns is in comparison
unproblematic. Analysis of ionogenic compounds in their neutral
state should be considered instead, providing the column is stable
under the required conditions.
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